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Dear Vermont Natural Resource Board,

   Subject :  Comments and AOD for 5R0891-22

     I did not appeal permit 5R0891-22 in September 2023 thinking that Adam Stone Trucking would adhere to the
very lenient rules and regulations set forth . Well that is not happening !  The North -Rear driveway closest to me as
an adjoining property owner was not to be used from 7PM-7AM .    I got woke up at 12:08AM on January 15, 2024
by a large sleeper truck pulling a long oil tanker entering this Rear-North driveway ! I have a video of this violation
and many more violation videos . This North - Rear driveway WAS NOT even in the original permit , they just
made it and somehow labeled it “ AS BUILT “ !

 I propose a $20,000.00 , Twenty -thousand  dollar fine imposed on Adam Stone Trucking and this North-Rear
driveway to be totally discontinued with concrete barriers placed across the entrance and exit and turned back to
grass with topsoil and grass seed . If this is done then we know it will not happen again ending in more violations .

 Another concern I have is pressure washing truck engines and chassis’s on this lot . Bellavance trucking has a
building where they drive their trucks and trailers into and pressure wash them . They capture the water from
pressure washing ,filter it , reclaim it and use it over.  Adam Stone trucking pressure washes grease, oil and debris
off their truck’s engines and chassis’s and trailers right onto the ground .   THIS IS LEGAL ?

At the first meeting we had at the public safety building adjoining the fire department in Williamstown there was a
sound engineer who got up and spoke about putting up a wall to act as a Sound-Noise BARRIER .

Nothing has been done for a Sound-Noise BARRIER since ! You can literally see from this Trucking lot to
Economy Drive which is a wide open space for Sound - Noise to travel. Please make a site visit and you will see
exactly what I am saying .   So when will a Sound-Noise BARRIER be installed ?

Also another violation that happens frequently is the working on trucks in the shop on State , Federal holidays and
Sundays which is not suppose to be happening . I have videos ,pictures to prove this.

Can I be granted 1 Holy ,Sacred day-SUNDAY to be Sound - Noise free ?

                    CONCLUSION

  Why do we have act 250 ?

   A Shop-Garage can be built over sized than the permit states and just label it “AS BUILT “ ?

   The original permit stated most of the trucks parked in the shop , measure shop square footage and square footage
of trucks and see how UNTRUE this is .  Just make a site visit and you will see .

   Put a driveway in Rear of shop when it is not in the permit at all  and label it  “ AS BUILT “ ?
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       PLEASE answer my  questions .

        THANK YOU

         DAVID GAUTHIER

         04/15/2024


